Plath Assails Policy

The publishing of unreliable sources accompanied with requests from reliable sources to submit "the other side of the story" implies that a community is deliberately trying to provoke controversy and divisiveness in a community.

The true facts of S.I.R. Candidates Night are as follows:

"An individual garbed in clerical costume arrived at the S.I.R. center at approximately 7:45 PM on the night of Candidates Night. This man, accompanied by approximately half a dozen, sat at the side section of the auditorium. He was approached by the Community Center Chairman of S.I.R. and was informed that S.I.R. had received calls earlier that day in reference to him that he had stated that he was going to "cause trouble" when two candidates were asked to speak. This man yelled, "F**k You, Mother Fucker," at the Chairman in Charge. The two youths yelled phrases like, "SIR Sucks" and SIR IS PIGS." A screaming match ensued. The Chairman of the Community Center and the Political Committee Chairman then asked the man and the two youths to step outside in the hall way. The man refused to leave, and the two youths shouted obscenities to the chairman. One youth cried, "I'll spit on your bald head!"

This is one reason that the Gayzette is having increasing trouble in finding suitable outlets for the responsible gay bars, realizing that the Gayzette is doing a disservice to the community by preaching unity and practicing divisiveness. The [name], who responded promptly. The extremely polite police removed the group to the street. The police left the group screaming and shouting obscenities.

William Plath President

(EDITOR: It is disconcerting to observe that the President of S.I.R. was not choosing to dissemble the name of the social organization that hosted a chartered motor-ho trip to Reno last weekend.

Sipping, dipping and other 24-hour recreation at enchanting Dave's Westside Motel kept our large party properly and other non-suspects from making reservations next year, this considerate girl wouldn't dream of divulging the name of the social organization that hosted a chartered motor-box trip to Reno last weekend.

The ADZ-GAYZETTE paper and its editors fully support a united Gay Community and, as that unity is based upon MUTUAL CO-OPERATION between the various Democratic organizations, it would appear that for the most part, personal animosity clashes between community leaders are being aired in public thereby becoming detrimental to organizations and the community at large who suffers most.
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Miss Gayzette Speaks

Hello There! It seems that things are a little quieter this past week, but that's because we've had lots of fun at the many Halloween events! It will be easy again, but I'm still a head left in the hopping. I've had a blast this year and will do it again! It's too much fun. (Sorry, Roxanne, you wanted your name mentioned and it's the only way to get yours.)

GALA GRAND OPENING AT THE TROPICS 990 POST AT LARKIN SAT. OCT. 9TH 9PM HOSTESS: EMPRESS CRISTAL BAR TENDERS: MAMA PECK-JIM EDDY FREE BUFFET FREE DRINKS HOSTED BY J. BRIAN'S (415) 776-8645 keep it together! It was a great night and make the Halloween the most campy and gay along with some glitter and glamour and sparkle and pate, but do check first of due public recognition. It's the same place. I suggested to phone in advance or announce the time of your arrival. (Meet bar public.)

One of the highlights of Halloween night are the parties, so as to keep off the evil associations with black magic, voodoo and religious cults. In the last 50 years, its use. Hindu fakers, of old, considered the Third Eye, by inserting compound within the forehead of the Lama. These types of operations can be tapped and the sub-conscious is released to subconscious awareness. This can be done by saying to a hypnotized subject, "I am holding up my fingers behind your eyes."

Laterly a competitor of mine has been advertising a larger circulation than all other Bay area Gay papers. This has forced me to re-examine my work with hypnosis. Through hypnotic suggestion, this workshop explores the latent talents of the Third Eye, which is released to consciousness awareness. Through hypnotic suggestion, this workshop explores awareness.

This can be done by saying to a hypnotized subject, "I am holding up my fingers behind your eyes.

"UNBELIEVABLE!" "IT'S TOO MUCH!" "CASIOU OUT DOES HIMSELF!" "BEAUTIFULLY PUT TOGETHER!" "WORTH SEEING A SECOND TIME!" "BIGGEST 'ORGY' EVER SEEN ON SCREEN!" — AUDIENCES

COMING.......

LAUREL THEATER NOW WE PRESENT FANTASTIC YOUNG MEN IN EVERY ACT OF LOVE KNOWN TO THE HOMOSEXUAL WAY IT IS KNOWN TO BE

J. BRIAN'S "SEVEN IN A BARN" THIS FAMOUS UNDERGROUND HOMOSEXUAL CLASSIC STORY IN EASTMAN COLOR STARRING J. BRIAN'S GOLDEN BOYS CONTINUOUS SHOWS FROM 12 NOON DAILY LATE SHOWS THURS 8PM SAT AT 12 MIDNIGHT SUNDAY ONLY

GALAXIES TOGETHER

"THE NEW MANAGEMENT AND STAFF-Invites YOU TO Come in and Look!! Feel? And Taste- THIS ON THE O.T.

BAR HOURS 4-2 Sat. and Sun. 12 noon-2am. Dining Room 6 'til ? 7 Nites a Week (415) 885-1114

ESP EXPLORE YOUR MIND WITH TRANCE PRODUCTS

The mysterious phenomenon of hypnosis has been with us almost as long as recorded history of mankind. Egyptian history describes the technique of steeping the feet of the priest to tell us of its use. Hindu fakers, by application of autogenic training, have awakened the high degree, enabling them to walk on fire, and tread through the flames without forming so much as a blister. Because of the onset of anxiety, the hypnotist is able to subdue the subconscious mind to a certain extent, allowing him to cause the subject to perform feats, considered the practice of black magic, usually and otherwise, with black magic, usually and otherwise, with which the hypnotist had to deal with..."

LAUREL THEATER	2111 Polk St 441-4808

LETTERS

Dear Sir: I have advertised in Gayzette from time to time and am more interested with the competitive paper. Could you please clarify as to why this is? Thank you sincerely, San Francisco (cont'd on page 8)
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Subscribe OR SEND A SUBSCRIPTION BACK HOME TO A FRIEND!!

HE'D LOVE YOU TO DO IT!!! $400 A YEAR $250 6 MONTHS

Available in bookstores & bars Oct-9

read...

Adz TIMES

354 BAY AREA 504 ELSEWHERE

CITY

STATE

ZIP

NAME

ADDRESS

STORE

ATTACH YOUR COMPANY NAME

(1) 1971 subscriptions start with the next issue and will be posted in a plastic envelope. If you need it now, please send $3.00 to ADZ, and we'll rush it to you. (2) All subscriptions are good for 6 MONTHS, 13 issues. (3) Payment must be received before we can begin mailing the subscription. No COD shipments. Sales tax of 9.25% added to CA, 6% to SF. Mail to: ADZ, PO Box 99466, San Francisco, CA 94109.
**1312 POLK STREET (415) 885-5300**

**Your Hosts:** Don - Rome - Speed and Dorthy

With Rose Buckley as M. C.

---

**Polk-A-Long Saloon**

1548 Polk Street (415) 441-843

Join us to help pick our candidate for MR. SAN FRANCISCO

Fri. Oct. 9th 8pm

---

**Tid Bits**

**LARKIN LANE**

Roland Hoffman who plays the piano at the Gangway is also the well-known artist.

**S. F. has fallen in love with Busty O'Sea.**

He is appearing at the Dog Lady's Nite Cap.

**She will be showing Larkin Lane's film Oct. 9th.**

You must stop in for a drink in her new T-shirt at the Treatment. They are now having their Grand Opening Saturday, Oct. 10 with Cristal as hostess.

**BARTENDERS' VOO DOO, DICK, TONY**

The Orpheum Circus is having a party Wed. Oct. 6 for Roxann. Peking Dave's, the Polk Strip, is now in its new home, the Tower. Oct. 23 featuring a buffet. It is anything like her dinners, don't miss it!

**FOLSOM STREET**


**SAN FRANCISCO'S URBAN CHECKERS GOES ON**

Tony from the Tower is now at the Polk-A-Long Saloon, David from the Alley Cat is now at the Roundup. Hunky Guy Dana is now at the Lion, he was formerly at the Page One. Danny from the Q. T. is now on the street in the Early Bird (Chips, where are you?) with the Early Bird is Faggos Dadda. Now at the Q. T. Ace, Buds from the Polk-A-Long moved downtown to the Early Bird. Also the Polk-A-Long closed; the Polk-A-Long Club moved across town to the Q. T. Hey, what a staff! (Just heard Bucky Dick from the Polk-A-Long.)

**AROUND TOWN**

The Alley Cat is serving lunch? Oh Ya, and would you believe they are serving coffee for 50 cents. Get your tickets early for the Halloween Ball as there will be limbo. Would you believe it is at the Magician this year? Thanks to Sandy of Sandy's Saloon for the Magic Garden for dinner. If you do not have reason, the Bar Boys will have lady Scott and Lady Scott. They have been seen together.

**TWO PERFORMANCES ONLY!**

**Tickets:** $.75 Advance — $1.00 At Door

For Tickets and Information: 986-9977

---

**SAN FRANCISCO INDEPENDENT THEATRE PRESENTS**

**SUNDAY/OCTOBER 17**

**THE BIG BASKET**

238 Columbus Street Entrance

Special Guest Appearance DAVID KELSEY

Showtime: 9:30

Tickets: $5.75 Advance — $1.00 At Door

For Tickets and Information: 986-9977
Plath
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... in Seattle:

Dave's Storm Bath

2402 First Ave.

Battery (206) MA 39338

... in Reno:

Dave's Westside

3001 W. Fourth Street

(702) 344-4402

Dave's V.I.P. Club

9401 Sierra

(702) 790-6666

... in Palm Springs:

Villa Capri Country Club

67-670 Casa Yard

(714) 222-8928

... in San Diego:

Dave's Club (Private)

4926 Santa Monica

(714) 222-8901

Dave's Fox & Hounds Motel

840 Ocean Beach

(714) 473-2610

Dave's Pacific Sand Motel

840 Ocean Beach

(714) 486-6697

(continued from page 3)

... in San Francisco:

Dave's Baths

101 Broadway

(415) 362-6666

*Introductory cards available at Dave's other locations

Now vote! STAY VOTE -- Where do you stand?

- Check one box in each heading.

-Clip out and send for ADD FREE catalog to:

-1643 3rd Ave. at Battery

San Francisco, 94109, Attm. "VOTE"

- Branded Attack.

We will publish the results in the

October 14 issue of Gazette. All

forms must reach our office no later

than November 1.

- All ballots must be postmarked in

order to be valid.

LIST OF CANDIDATES NOVEMBER 2, 1971

For Mayor:

... Other

-All of the above.

Select only ONE or this

form invalid.

For Sheriff:

... William C. Bigalan

- All of the above.

Select only ONE or this ballot

inviolable.

What is the most controversial issue relative to your vote?

1. Street Crime

2. Traffic

3. Environment

4. Others
Letters (cont'd from page 3)
To begin with, Gayzette again advertises its circulation. The word 'Gayzette' itself is justifiably a very exclusive word, a word that, once pronounced, is imprinted in the mind by an independent gay entity, a unique standard, a word that cannot be uttered by just any newspaper. Gayzette's circulation, therefore, is a word that can only be prudently ascribed as 'exclusive'. Gayzette, in order, has to provide its best to their readership.

Coits after the Tavern Guild's bake sale.
The staff of Don't Panic Press have to provide much excitement for their readership, and really know it. Do you? If not, take a little time and find out what's going on for you. If you are doing so, drop me a line and let's see what can be done together. Always support your gay community writer or the management. That's what they depend on you, just as you depend on them.

It's even wonderful to visit Reno with the

for
Northern
California's
only
Nude Go-Go
Dancers
Every
Night
It's The
HANS-OFF

Dear Gayzette,
They are just a bundle of energy and always provide their best. For you, I understand the candidates for San Francisco press are really going to compete. We'll see a new and different environment and filled-up excitement.

Support your favorite bars. They have super-happenings! Let's paint the city truly red and really get-_it_together.

P.S., For every pot there is a lid. If you don't have your pot, you don't have your lid. Be careful with your lid, since new lids are always hard to find and easy to lose without the pot.

Send in your comments and suggestions to: Gayzette, P.O. Box 1373, San Francisco, CA 94112.
EAT IT UP

FRENCH DISCO

NO-TACT POLYNESIAN MARY'S

66 TURK STREET SALES ROOM 94102
TURK STREET NEWS INC.
885-2040

BACHELOR QUARTERS

THINK ABOUT IT!!

Announcing The New Luxurious
BEACH HOUSE QUARTERS

394 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
Palo Alto
(Please check off Bay Area's favorite
The Caffeine Snack Bar Color TV Sun Deck
Private Rooms, No Sleepers)

Have a Planner? Check out the Mystery! He's 391-8500

Should you enjoy the Mystery? Bet you'll be able to

The French Touch

RESTAURANT

474-6995
626-2246
986-1464
775-9590
861-0111
861-8689
964-7268
931-3939
861-8689

Subscibe
FOR SEND A SUBSCRIPTION
BACK HOME TO A FRIEND!!
HE'D LOVE YOU TO DO IT!!

5:
$3 A YEAR 6 MONTHS

NAME

CITY STATE ZIP

I AM 21 I SUBSCRIBE 1 YEAR 6 MONTHS
GAYZE Troter WANDLE RIAN I CLASS IN PLAIN ENVELOPE, MAIL Check PAYABLE TO: BOX 25636, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, 94125

(110) was chopped right in half
(All numbers listed are in the Bay Area)

BRITISH WEEK

Welcome to British Week! This is the biggest celebration of its kind ever staged in the United States.

For nine fun-filled days you will also find British goods crammed on the shelves of shops and stores, not only in downtown San Francisco, but also in the Cannery, the Ghirardelli and Stonestown Shopping Centers. This is where the action is. But you will also find it overflowing into Golden Gate Park, Civic Center Plaza and many other San Francisco locations.

There will be military bands, a Royal Navy visit, London 'bobbies', a town crier, beauty queens, and a host of other colorful figures from Britain.

San Franciscans will find their lovely city not only decked with British pageantry, flags, bunting, bands, spectacle, and a glittering list of events which offer something for everybody.

For nine fun-filled days you will also find British goods crammed on the shelves of shops and stores, not only in downtown San Francisco, but also in the Cannery, the Ghirardelli and Stonestown Shopping Centers. This is where the action is. But you will also find it overflowing into Golden Gate Park, Civic Center Plaza and many other San Francisco locations.

S t a r s m o u n t s e d ! ! !

The warning is out. If you are out and about tonight, if you see any man with a new watch, have batteries, or looking suspiciously, or if you see any vehicle with a new battery, call the police. They will be on hand to investigate.

Warning — Beware of Non-Matching Wristwatches!!

All is well...
WHERE. "How to Cruise C Score" for $5. Cash only to: GUIDE-G
You be the bottom in an FFA. No
Mountain View, Ca. 94040 (C42)
Good build. Photo Please! (C46)
361 W. El Camino, #102
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The Public is invited to attend the "CANDIDATES for MAYOR NIGHT" Oct. 12 (Tuesday) at 8:00 p.m. The event will take place at 26 Seventh Street. (Odd Fellows Bldg, 3d Floor)
The following invited Candidates will participate on the "Fixing Panel", and answer your questions; DIANNE FEINSTEIN, SCOTT NEWHALL, FRED SELINGER, NICHolas WHITTON, and HAROLD DOBBS. -- Sponsored by- Downtown Senior Citizens Coalition, Gay and Lesbian Coalition, SF Local Democratic Committee.
For additional information Call Rev. Ray Brooker 861-0112

ARTISTS NEED PAD. Do you have vacant ceil or attic space? We are looking for space to
and convert it into practical
living and/or working space? Phone Mr. Bluebird (415) 665-1864 anytime. Willing to share.

BOBIE THE BARTENDER OF
The City is on vacation. Will return approx
3 weeks. Thank you many

DAVID: Back from Hawaii. 6
ft, supper Hair, Looks and
body. Blood; blue eyes, and
verve, (415) 626-7750
ROMI: 21. Smooth minimums
build; 5'8" 145 lbs. Ds, brown
bald size eyes. Nicely en-
dered and verveful.
(415) 626-7750

ALEX: Handsome, 25-35, Blue
eyes, Straight. Semi-Hairy.
(415) 626-7750

NEW CAYETTE OFFICE-1005
MARKET ST. S.F., Rm 310. Mon.-Fri.
1pm to 6pm. 94103
Tel: (415) 661-6400... (C50)

PAUL: 26, 6 ft, 155 lbs. Slim
good-looking blue-eyed boy.
For the ladies. Very nice ended

and verveful.
(415) 626-7750

MIIK: Athletic student 21 with
a very masculine swim body,
5'11" 165 lbs, black, hair and
eyes. Versatile and endow-

ED EXTRA THICK
(415) 626-7750

MICK: Greek, 18-22, friendly,
Saigon style, with.
(415) 626-7750

JACK: Golden-tan ex-callers of
21 Blond hair, blue eyes. Beau-
thiful body. Handsome, husk-

MAC: 6 ft, 190 lbs. Good
body, blue eyes. shirtless.
(415) 626-7750

MCS: 1-640

FLO: 25, 5'10, 145 lbs.
Well-shaped beauty.
(415) 626-7750

DIAB: 23, 6 ft, 180 lbs. Blood
boy blue eyes. Personable
friend and like good looking.
(415) 626-7750

DANA: 23, 5'7, 180 lbs, blood
boy blue eyes. Personal-

ity Very handsome face and
body. Well-endowd.
(415) 626-7750

DARCY: 22, 6 ft, 160 lbs.
body blonde hair, blue
eyes. Personable friend

and good looking.
(415) 626-7750

Coach-Manager. Bank-Champions. 
(415) 722-2054

DAN: 23, 5’7, 180 lbs, blood
boy blue eyes. Personable
friend Very handsome face and
body. Well-endowd.
(415) 626-7750
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